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Imaging-based phenotypic screening of cell-based disease 
models has become an indispensable tool for modern drug 
discovery. Despite the growing adoption of high-content 
screening (HCS), analyzing the complex imaging data produced 
by these systems can take weeks and typically requires hands-
on programming by data scientists. 
Recent advances in deep learning have enabled the possibility of 
automating these analyses. In this work we present a framework 
to analyze multiple image datasets with minimal tuning or 
optimization. 

System Architecture

Here we describe a cloud-enabled AI platform for analyzing and 
visualizing HCS data. The system is part of PKI Signals 
Screening™ offering, a full cloud-based solution that connects to 
PKI Columbus™, an instrument agnostic image analysis and 
management platform. 

The workflow involves importing raw HCS data and experimental 
metadata from the Columbus™ system. Experimental control 
conditions (i.e. disease and healthy wells) are selected in Signals 
Screening, and a segmentation-free deep convolutional multiple 
instance learning model is trained to classify entire fields-of-view 
in the screen based on control treatments. This classifier is then 
used to score the rest of the treatments screened, typically 
identifying hits in a drug library. Resulting scores and images 
highlighting positive phenotypes are displayed in a Signals 
Screening dashboard.

Signals Screening™ 

Columbus™ 

PhenomicAI’s approach, referred to as convolutional multiple 
instance learning (conv-MIL), was developed by Oren Kraus and 
Jimmy Ba while graduate students in Prof. Brendan Frey’s lab at 
the University of Toronto (Kraus et al, 2016). Conv-MIL enables 
classifying almost any cell-based microscopy screen without 
requiring segmentation, feature extraction, and statistical models. 
Kraus et al. combined fully-convolutional deep neural networks 
with multiple instance learning to create a model capable of 
learning to classify phenotypes based on images containing many 
heterogeneous cells. 

Deep Learning algorithm

Convolutional Multiple Instance Learning. Left, conv-MIL architecture; Right, MIL framework, the green key is 

common to the keychains that can open the door. In conv-MIL keys are predictions from image specific regions.
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Workflow4

Step 1: Select your screen in Columbus™: 

Step 2: Define your classes in Signals Screening™ App and send the job:

Step 3: Results will automatically be displayed in Signals Screening™:

• This is a fully automated system with little interaction needed
• No previous segmentation or manual image processing is needed
• The conv-MIL approach is a single deep learning model that is capable of analyzing 

almost any phenotypic screen. 
• The exact same model was used to generate dose response curves for three different 

cell lines exposed to Chloroquine, and score a cancer drug screen based on the 
expression of tagged protein. The two use cases demonstrate the generalizability of the 
approach for a wide variety of phenotypic screens. 

• This system only requires users to indicate which wells contain experimental controls to 
train on, and which wells need to be scored by the trained model. The workflow is much 
more efficient than existing approaches (i.e. less than 10 minutes to train and generate 
dose response curves from scratch). 

Summary6

Use case: Phenotypic Profiling of Autophagy5

For this dataset, we trained the conv-MIL model on the 
no drug, and 100 µM Chroloquine concentration for 
each cell line. We used 70% of the fields of view (25 
fields) for training and the rest for validation (11 
fields). 

The models trained on whole fields of view resulted in 
perfect separation between the held out control fields. 
In addition to accurate classification of the test sets, 
the conv-MIL models also enable visualization of the 
active regions within an image. This technique works 
by overlaying the resized class activation maps over 
the input image. These models converge incredibly 
quickly (less than 10 minutes) using a single consumer 
grade GPU. 

Dose response to Chloroquine. Left, plate layout with controls used for training, EC50 and Z' 

values below. Middle, DR curves from conv-MIL model for different cell lines. Right, DR 

curves provided by PE using Columbus and High Content Profiler (standard ML). 

Chloroquine treatment leads to accumulation of 
autophagosomes in all three cell lines. HCT116, HeLa 
and PANC-1 cells were stained with SQSTM-1/NL557 
(autophagosomes, orange), DAPI (nuclei, blue), FNG 
(cytoplasm, green) and exposed to increasing doses 
of choloroquine. Images were acquired on an Opera 
Phenix system using a 40x water immersion objective 
at the PerkinElmer Application Lab in Hamburg, 
Germany.

Columbus™ screen information 
is displayed in Signals 
Screening™ powered by TIBCO 
Spotfire™. Interactive 
exploration facilitates the 
process. At this point, the 
screen to be used for analysis 
is selected. 

Plates layout as well as 
metadata is shown to facilitate 
selection of classes for the hit 
stratification process. 
Automatic selection of existing 
fields like controls is possible. 
Once the selection is done, the 
data crunchy process starts 
automatically and email 
notification is sent once the 
analysis is done.

Dashboard with results is 
generated automatically and 
displayed upon request. 
Accuracy of the models, 
confusion matrix, probabilities 
of prediction are all displayed 
graphically. Original images 
and overlay images indicating 
regions of the images that are 
predictive for the deep 
learning models are displayed 
to enable interpretation of 
image level predictions. 


